establishing a dynamic mosaic of forest age
classes and vegetation types inYellowstone
National Park. The work combined extensive
field observations and modeling to show how
the diversity of vegetation types would have
changed over the last 200 years with fire ex
clusion or selective burning in comparison
with the natural fire regime. In this process
Bill demonstrated
a particular sensitivity to
the relationship between spatial and tempo
ral scaling so important to interpretation of
and utilization of concept.
Bill
process

Romme's work embodies some of the most
of contemporary
critical concepts
ecology
within the Cooper tradition of physiographic
ecology, and stands as a superb example for
recipients of this very important
subsequent
award.

Written by William A. Reiners
Selection Committee:
Edward J. Cushing
Robert K. Peet
Orie L. Loucks
William A. Reiners, Chair

BUELLAWARD

Deborah O. Raphael
Deborah O. Raphael of the University of
California, Los Angeles was the 1985 recipi
ent of the Murray F. Buell Award for Excel
lence inEcology. Murray Buell ascribed great
importance to the participation of students in
in the presenta
meetings and to excellence
tion of papers. To honor Murray Buell's ded
ication to the Ecological Society of America,
and to the younger generation of ecologists,
this award is presented to a student (under
graduate, graduate, or recent doctorate) for
the outstanding paper presented at the So
ciety's annual meeting. The title of Deborah
Raphael's paper at the University of Minne
sota

meeting

was:

"Parent-ramet

tions: effect on water relations and
survival for a desert perennial."

interac

ramet

SERVICECITATION
DISTINGUISHED

Josephine

creative
Josephine
Doherty, ecologist,
manager of ecological research, and adviser
in your long
to scientists and administrators,
career as public servant, you have contrib
uted greatly to our science and to the Eco

Doherty

logical Society. Too few ecologists are aware
of the immense influence you have had on
the development of ecology and the direction
that it has taken during the past 30 years.
You have been active in our society since
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1957, when you joined the Environmental Bi
ology program, administering grants to sup
port ecological research. In 1965, you were
named Executive Secretary
of the Inter
for the In
Committee
agency Coordinating
ternational Biological Program; that assign
ment was
followed by service on other
relative to environ
committees
important
mental and ecological research. These were
as varied as the State Department Task
the
Group on the UN HABITAT Conference,
the
City of Alexandria Policy Commission,
Environmental Biology Review Panel of the
Environmental Protection Agency and the
ESA Council.
In 1967, you became Associate
Program
Director, Environmental Biology, soon to be
the Ecosystem Analysis Program, with a ma
jor responsibility for support of the US-IBP.
A few years later, in 1971, you were named
Program Manager for Research Applied to
National Needs (RANN) Program in the Divi
and Re
sion of Environmental
Systems
sources, where you encouraged and coordi
nated important interdisciplinary projects. This
work was interrupted in 1976 by a detail to
the State Department, where you were a vi
tal member of the UNESCO, Man and the
Fi
Biosphere Program (MAB), Secretariat.
nally, for three years, you served as Program
Manager for Applied Ecology in the Division
of Environmental Biology. Your service to
in 1964 by an NSF
NSF was acknowledged
Sustained Superior Service Award and in
1975 by the NSF Special Achievement Award.
Throughout this long period of service, you
have maintained and enhanced the ideals and
substance of ecology, helping it to become
the recognized and active scientific discipline
we know today.
are indebted to
Thousands of ecologists
in the various grant
you for your guidance
that have trans
and research programs
formed our profession. Your broad knowl
edge of the science, its practitioners, and the
that
institutions involved, led to decisions
both
the
direction
and
to
scope
shape
helped
of ecology. Throughout, you have quietly en
couraged and guided valuable research that
has contributed greatly to the national well
being. During your work with RANN and
MAB, you continued to influence the direc

tion of ecological research, in particular in its
application to human needs. During the early
1970's, for example, you supported several
important interdisciplinary workshops on ap
plications of ecology to global, regional, and
urban systems.
On your retirement from NSF, you became
Executive Director of The Institute of Ecolo
inwhose early develop
gy, an organization
ment you were deeply involved through the
administration of planning grants to the ESA
Study Committee and later directly to the
young Institute. Now, with the passing of TIE,
you are tracing its history, recording its suc
cesses and deficiencies for the benefit of fu
ture efforts. Your career has been one of
conscientious
service and generous dedica
tion to the needs of ecology and ecologists.
For your many efforts, recorded and unre
corded, the Ecological Society honors you
with its Distinguished Service Citation.
Written by Forest Steams
Selection Committee:
Ralph E. Good, Chair
Gary W. Barrett
Forest Steams
Boyd R. Strain
Joy B. Zedler

Source: Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America, Vol. 67, No. 1 (Mar., 1986), pp. 42-43. Courtesy of JSTOR
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